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Charles Henri Ford was an American artist, poet, editor, and filmmaker. In 1929 Ford dropped out of high school in order to publish with Parker Tyler and Kathleen Tankersley the magazine Blues.

Harrison Parker Tyler, better known as Parker Tyler, was an American author, poet, and film critic. Tyler lived with the underground filmmaker Charles Boultenhouse (1926-1994) from 1945 until his death. Tyler was one of the few film critics to write extensively on experimental and underground film.

Lew Ney (Luther Emanuel Widen) was known as the "Mayor of Greenwich Village." He was a writer, printer, and book designer for the Parnassus Press and later for the Alcestis Press. Ney created the exquisite typesetting font (L 283) which was well suited for poetical works. In 1928 Ney married the poet Ruth Willis Thompson.

The collection consists chiefly of correspondence between Kathleen Tankersley Young and the New York book designer and printer Lew Ney and his wife, Ruth Widen -- original letters (holograph and typewritten) by Young, carbon copies of answers to Young's letters by Ney and Widen. The letters provide an intimate portrait of Young's private life and her marriage to David Jerome Ellinger, and of some of the literary and artistic figures of the Harlem Renaissance. They also shed light on the social mores of the United States during that time period. Young frequently refers to her friends and business partners Charles Henri Ford and Harrison Parker Tyler, as well as to her circle of literary friends, which included Ezra Pound and Gertrude Stein. There are some letters discussing business matters, including a book project which Young initially intended Ney to publish for her, and money she owed Ney and Widen.

Also included is a typescript of a "Diary. Edward Lennon" (six leaves) which was written for Kathleen Young and Charles Henri Ford by an unidentified author. In addition, there are pencil drawings of different women with captions in French, in an unknown hand; a printed invitation to Young's wedding to David Jerome Ellinger; and a prospectus of the Modern Edition Press announcing the publishing of new pamphlets.

The collection is arranged by author.
Access
The collection is open for research.

Restrictions on Use and Copyright Information
Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. No further photoduplication of copies of material in the collection can be made when Princeton University Library does not own the original. Permission to publish material from the collection must be requested from the Associate University Librarian for Rare Books and Special Collections. The library has no information on the status of literary rights in the collection and researchers are responsible for determining any questions of copyright.
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